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PROGRAMME
10:00

Registration + Coffee

10:30

Tillman Weyde (City University London) – Welcome / The ASyMMuS project

10:40

Mahendra Mahey (British Library) – Introduction to British Library Labs

10:45

Alan Marsden (Lancaster University) – The Significance of Music Similarity

11:10

Daniel Müllensieffen (Goldsmiths, University of London) – Psychological
Models of Musical Similarity

11:35

Geoffroy Peeters (IRCAM R&D
R&D) – Music Structure: What is similar?

12:00

Lunch

13:00

George Fazekas (Queen Mary University of London) – The Semantics of Music
Similarity

13:25

Samer Abdallah (University College London) – Information-Theoretic
Information Theoretic
Approaches to Music Similarity

13:50

Daniel Wolff (City University London) – Integrated Audio-Symbolic
Audio Symbolic Modelling
of Music Similarity

14:15

Coffee break

14:45

Panel Discussion (Research Directions and Applications for Music Similarity)
Chair: Alan Marsden (Lancaster University); Panellists: Dorien Herremans
(QMUL), Emilia Gómez (UPF)
PF),, Bob Sturm (QMUL), Tillman Weyde (City)

15:25

Tillman Weyde (City University London) – Closing remarks

15:30

End of Workshop
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FUNDING

ABSTRACTS
The ASyMMuS project
Dr Tillman Weyde (City University London)
Similarity is a central aspect of music, its structure, its perception and cognition, and
practical applications such as music retrieval and recommendation. Symbolic similarity
models and audio-based approaches have been developed mostly separately. The AHRC
funded project An Integrated Audio-Symbolic Model for Music Similarity is based on the
project Digital Music Lab - Analysing Big Music Data (DML). It aims to make use of DML data
and data analysis tools to develop new models for music similarity that combine symbolic
and audio aspects with a data driven approach. Information-theoretic similarity modelling
has been identified as an approach that enables flexible integration and first results will be
demonstrated.

The Significance of Music Similarity
Dr Alan Marsden (Lancaster University)
Why study music similarity? Why not just listen to two pieces to hear if they are similar or
not? Several activities involving music involve similarity explicitly or implicitly (e.g.,
searching, categorising, discovering). If we want to use a computer in these activities it is
essential to have a better understanding of music similarity, because in these cases we need
to be able to determine if A is similar to B without hearing the music. The essential research
task is clear: given examples of music whose similarity is known, find what features of those
examples cause the similarity and on that basis determine the similarity of previously
unknown examples of music. In musicology, a different focus is possible: to use similarity as
a tool for investigating musical activities for which similarity is apparently incidental. The
research task here is to discover the principles and mechanisms of our cognition of music on
the basis of the sets of features and their configurations which cause examples to be
perceived as similar. We can learn what constitutes the essential features of a theme by
examining the similarity which exists between its variations, for example. Similarity thus
becomes an essential tool for musicology rather than a trivial observation.

Psychological Models of Musical Similarity
Dr Daniel Müllensieffen (Goldsmiths, University of London)
This presentation will summarise the main psychological theories of similarity perception
and explain how they have been applied to music in different ways. We will also briefly give
an overview of the range of options for collecting perceptual similarity data from

participants. Finally, we'll use an experiment on the perception of leitmotives in Richard
Wagner's music as an example for an audio similarity measure based on chromagram
features can be used to model listener behaviour.

Music Structure: What is similar?
Dr Geoffroy Peeters (IRCAM R&D)
Music structure aims at describing the internal organisation of a music track in terms of
similarities and variations. We review possible definitions of this structure from the
annotation point of view and from the algorithm point of view relying on the sequence and
state paradigms. We show potential links between audio-based and symbolic-based
approach in the use of Factor Oracle and Joint-Musical-Content estimation algorithms.

The Semantics of Music Similarity
Dr George Fazekas (Queen Mary University of London)
Music similarity is an elusive yet very important concept, not only in musicology, but in
many applications of music informatics such as recommendation, playlist generation and
tools supporting music seeking activities. A significant challenge is presented by the
multifaceted nature of music similarity, the many possible ways of defining similarity, its
intra- and extra-musical contextual dependencies and its subjectiveness with respect to
users or the wider context of activity. Successful applications therefore need to consider
different definitions and be able to assess the relevance of various factors contributing to
music similarity. The Similarity Ontology of Jacobson et. al. provides a mechanism to deal
with this problem in an open world, where many parallel and possibly contradictory
similarity assertions may exist. My presentation will discuss the ontology linked with
relevant applications. I will also present a brief case study of recommending soundalikes for
professional use and highlight some intriguing findings in this context. Finally, I will discuss
how fusing semantic and audio technologies may cater for applications where multiple
facets of similarity play a crucial role.

Information-Theoretic Approaches to Music Similarity
Dr Samer Abdallah (University College London)
Algorithmic information theory has previously been proposed as a basis for general, or
universal similarity measures, and applied to the concept of musical similarity between
symbolically encoded pieces of music. In practise, the central quantities of Kolmogorov

complexity and conditional Kolmogorov complexity must be approximated, often using
general purpose compression algorithms. Whilst this has produced good results when
compressing relatively large objects, it leads to a number of problems when working with
small objects: partly because the underlying theory is essentially asymptotic, holding for
infinitely large objects, and unable to make definite statements about small objects, and
partly because general purpose compressors do not tend to work well on objects which are
too small to display the statistical structure necessary for good compression. In this talk, I
will discuss methods for addressing both these problems: (a) the use of differential or delta
compression algorithms, with explicit side information, for computing conditional
complexity, and (b) the use of a corpus as an 'implicit prior', so that the complexity of a
small object can be assessed relative to a given body of examples. Finally, I will present
information-based distance measures that can be generalised to include this implicit prior,
and discuss how this might provide a theoretical framework for understanding the context
dependence and subjectivity of similarity judgements.

Integrated Audio-Symbolic Modelling of Music Similarity
Dr Daniel Wolff (City University London)
With the increasing amounts of digitised recordings and scores available in libraries such as
the BL, the integration of both sources of information enriches the data available to
research in music similarity modelling. Furthermore, our experiments with compressionbased models encourage their use in computational musicology. We present an extension to
the Digital Music Lab enabling similarity analysis of the large and diverse collections
incorporated into the system. Combining audio features and symbolic information, the
analysis enables the comparison of recordings on various levels and the identification of
homogeneous subsets as well as outliers in collections. The results are presented in a new
perspective within the interactive DML interface.

